
MARIE MICHIELSSEN

Marie Michielssen has designed for Serax for many years. Home designer Marie 
Michielssen draws her inspiration from daily life. She lets different stimuli lead and inspire 
her to make new designs. Her impressions are translated into original designs such as 
tealights, vases, flower pots and canvass bags which invariably come back in a new form 
in every new collection. Marie also gives old or forgotten materials a new use. 
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With Wind & Fire, designer Marie Michielssen 
makes a foray into a relatively new field, namely 
glass. A very lively material, that is shaped 
using a combination of wind and fire. She has 
transposed her organic paper mâché EARTH 
vases into glass. At the same time, she has also 
added completely new shapes to the collection. 
“The shape of these vases is reminiscent of 
old pharmacy pots”, says Marie. “I like the 
proportions of these pots.” Marie felt that glass 
offered her an opportunity to experiment with 
colour. “I stuck with rather earthy, natural colours 

for the organic shapes with the eye-catching 
ears, choosing shades of brown, green and dark 
blue. For the sleeker models, we discussed the 
various options, but ultimately, we went with a 
very distinctive blue and cognac. The transition 
between these two colours reminds me of the 
transition between the sea and the sand.” The 
possibilities are endless. While these vases can 
be used for a traditional flower arrangement, 
they are also perfectly suited for a still-life with 
just one or a few flowers.
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Normal glass 

- B0820118 / B0820115 / B0820121 
  Black + brown
- B0820119 / B0820116 / B0820122 
  Amber + blue
- B0820117 / B0820120 / B0820123 
  Amber + black 

Decoration

DIMENSIONS - B0820115 / B0820116 / B0820117 
  L18,5 x W18,5 x H22 CM 
  L7 1/4 x W7 1/4 x 8 5/8 INCH 
- B0820118 / B0820119 / B0820120
  L18,5 x W18,5 x H27 CM 
  L7 1/4 x W7 1/4 x 10 5/8 INCH 
- B0820121 / B0820122 / B0820123
  L18,5 x W18,5 x H40 CM 
  L7 1/4 x W7 1/4 x 15 1/2 INCH

MATERIAL                       

OPERATIONAL USE


